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LATENT'CAUSAL STRUCTURES IN PANEL SURVEYS

ABSTRACT

The primary purpose of this investigat?on was to determine the

stability of the social-psychological concept of locus of control and

to measure the extent to which locus of control changes With the

acquisitildn'of post-secondary education. Because of our concern that.\
measurement errors, which surely exist, will affect naive measures

of stability and 6ange, we eschew the common regression.approach in

fa;/Or of LISREL, a general method for the analysis of covariance

'structures quite appropriate for the analysis of panel survey data.

I



LATENT'CAUSAL STRUCTURES IN PANEL SURVEYS

Lee M. Wolfle

and

Dianne RobertshaW

Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University

The characteristic feature of Panel surveys is that the same

measurements are obtained from the same people ori,two or more,occasions.
.

, .

The usual purpose is to measure the changes that occur between the

severe occasions, and to at 'tribute these changes to events or treatments

.

occurring between surveys, while controlling for the spurious effects,of

background characteristics. In the presence of. measurement error, however,.

an almost universal conditiOn regression estimates willb kissed unless

some procedure is employed to obtain.estimatei net_or Olt error.

If, for example, the errors 'of measurement of a particular variable
- ,

measured\on:two occasions are .completely random, then the estimated

I.coeffi,cient of stability will be reduced; that is, the effect of some

characteristic measured at another point in time will be underestimated,

and one-"would incorrectly assume there existed more istiange than in fact

occurred. If random errors exist among background variables, the estimated

coefficient\ of stability between two measures of one variable would-be

increaed because their mutual dependence upon the background variables-

would be underestimated. Furthermore, the estimated effects of background

variables wilt be either inflated or deflated if the background variables

have been measured withAffferential rellabilities and will be further



compounded if the'errors ofimusurement are not random, but are correlated

. with 0444other. Unfortunately, itviS reasonable to suspect that all these
,

types of error affet the meaS,kement of social variabW, Aecausa neither

e 4)

thkk direction 'not' magni tude Of the bia4eS may. be "known 4. priori , there is
4,..

no way toxassess thebiases, in regression 'mod4ls of social change.'

procedures -whicht Fortunately, tbei4e'nOw Axlsts 4n analytic d _uses
, V e . V

.'maximum likelihood estimation procedures td' estimate confirmatory factor

analysis measurement model' , T1 resulting variances and covariances of
.). / w

0
\

e

the latent factorl are thetrused to estimate a bYpothes(zed causal
..-.)\

"b.

'strudture among. the latent factors.. The resulting estimates of effects
-

,

among latent factors have been corrected for differenttol measurement .

i
0 .

sM7

6rors (but see Aiwin and Jackson, 1979), and thus do .110,suffer:tne

bi:ases projdoced'by naive regression. Models. The comPUteriprograMwhich

e

Rroduces the orrected estimates AS called LISRE ; the mathematical

h led to its devel4nt have been coll cted by Joreskog and

SOrboM c41979), and the operation. of thkorogram is' presAted in Joreskog
0 .4

and Sorbom:.(1978).\.

TO. illuStrate'these issues substantiVely; a latent causal model'Was'
,

estimatedloAeasure the stability and change in, locus of control.' The
,

social-psycholpgical concept of locus of control is an outgrowth of social

learningtheory,_and has been thoroughly discussed by Rotter (1966).

( "Those who §ie self-directed and perceive themselves'as the primary deter=
.

miners of their own fate are said. to hold internal control expectancies.

Those who perceive chance or fate.as the primary d erminants of their

destinies are said to hold external control expec ancies (.4fcourt, 1976).It

An internal orientatiov has been found to be positively associated with
-.

Afr 11,
i

...,

1

.
.



such psychological adjustment indicators as resistence to influence, the

.c,
ability to Aefor gratification, Wrequent feelings Of helplessness, and

the ability to cope with failure (Lefrourt, WM). , ' 41,

Al though locus of control is fa I rly stable over tIme 1 t as been
*r%

found to change I in certain natura lly occurring s I tua ti oils as we] 1 as

expert menial ly induced ones, One of the more in fl uen ti 41. I nte'i'ven eions Is

the acqgisi ti on of pigher status. Harvey: .(1971 Y for example has

demonstrated that upward status mobility Is pssoci ated wi t stji fts n

. ,

locus of control toward the internal -di' ectsi on. It.fceiTies' a no surorl se

that dJ fferent environments, experienc ,and'soci al', conditions, lead ho
9 0

variations in perso al ty characteristics, Those who acquite. /tn intreai0
e,capacity to affect he1r c1rcumstances : by vi rtue of thei r :so ail standing

are ,,those who express high degrees of internal conttlit t is . 10

commonly assumed that variations In personal ity chaiiaoteristi ct

e4cli e themselves to- di fferent 'envi ronments. Thus, part *

beqieen upward mobility and personztl,i ty characteristics

may edue to the me pef;sonY1 loty ,ch a recto cs affecting mob i Pi ty

'oTa't

. k

The 'eauSal 1 inkage betWeen statur mobil ity and lotus of .dontrol is this a

two-Way street; thciie%hose loo,u -is toward the internal recti on, are 'those

verb acquire the educational, occupational standing whi'èh leads to' thei r

internalized locus o control .
9

Several studies have investighe effects of socioeconomic achieve-,

'merit on personal ity characteristics For example, Feathermat (1972) found

that two concepts, work orientation and -material istic orrentati on , both
p t-

increas.d with the acquisition of additional yeArs of schooling. It may .

, ,be important, however, before attributing chantes in psychological cotttructs

's

!.*



to saigeconomic achievement, to control for earlier levels, of the

psychological contruct*. One study that did was Bachman* O'Malley and

Johnston's (1978) examination or educational attainment and self-ostoem.

They-found that educational attainment did not affect self-es/teem not of

previous self-esteem levels. '

Our .interests are similar. :What Are the effects of educational

attainment on the social-psychological concept or locus of control? Is

4
the relationship between these variables causal, or does it exist because

they mutually depend upon common antecedent causes, particularly earlier

expressions of locus of control? Becadse of our concern that measurement

errors, which surely exist, will affect regression estimates, we eschew
4
the. more comMqn regression approach. Instead, we address these questions

with a relatively new analytic procedure, LISREL. (For those who are

.unfamiliar with LISREL, see areskog and Sorbom, 1978; and .Wolfle, 1981.)

THE MODEL

Of primary in erest is the stability of the social-psychological

construct of locus of control. Furthermore, this analysis addresses the

question of whether attendance at a post-secondary institution incr4ases

internality, and to what extent prior levels of an internal locus of

control leads one to attend a post-secondary institution. It is not

enough, however, to examine the efr of prior measures of locus of

control on the decision to att6nd college without controlling for other

antecedent variables. Thus,,we introduce into the analysis two exogenous.

variables, ability and socioeconomic status of the family.of origin. Both

of these variables have been shown to influence educational attainment

'7



(0,9,, 61au and °wan, 1967; Hauser, 1973). Moreover, ability 14 known

to influence locus of control (Crandall, et al., 1962; 'Chance, 1966;,

Crandall, et al., 1966), 44 14 Socioitconoic status (StrodtheCki 1960;

Uattle and Rotter 1963; Franklin,.1963; Stephens and. Oelys, 1973),

Ability and socioeconomic status were considered to be exogenous,

and were hypothesized to be causally prior to, and predictive of, locus

of control measured prior to high school graduation, attendance at a post-

secondary institution, and locus of control measured four years after

graduation from high school. The earlier measure of locus of control was

hypothesized to influence college attendance, andthe later measure of

locus of control. College attendance was hypothesized to have a positive

effect upon the latermeaSure of locus control, reflecting a move toward

more internal control expectancies.

These relationhips are shown in Figure 1, in which variables

a
enclosed in' ellipses are latent constructs, such as locus'of control,

while unenclosed variables with mnemonic names are manifest variables used

as imperfectly measured indicators of tile'kinderlying factors. A formal
.

expression of the relationships depicted in Figure 1.may be achieved by

using the algebraic notation employed in LISREL.

If one symbolizes the fatent socioeconomic factor by and lets
4

= latent ability; and x1 = f6ther's educatidnal attainment, x2

mother's educational,Attainment, x3 = father's occupational status,

x4 = vocabulary test score, x5 = reading test score, x6 = letter-group

test score, and x7 = math test score; then:
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ch i re errors ot i11401t0,1r0114int, Which I r tido both specitte nd

random components of variation. The vartance-ovarlance matrix among the

o
4

initially assumed to be 4 (n4901141 414tri X. which 1010110% that1' .A
these errors are uncorrelated with' each other, but tills exstimptioil

be relaxed without loss of gineral ization.

Furthermore, if - locus of control , n2 a college attendance,

n3 later locus of control ; y1 through y4 are four 1114111 fest measures of

locus of conti'ol to be described below, y. dui* variable which equills

1.0 if the respandent,atterided college, -and zero otherwise, y6 through y9
.

are four measures of locus.of control measured four years after high school

graduation; then:

Y1 \ìi cl

Y2 2111 c2

Y3 A3111 c3

y4 A4111 c4

Y5-

A
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inwhictic,are component% of the endogenous variable% that p not1,

explained by the linear combination of the independent variables.

The..parameters of the model are estimated by the method of maximum*

likelihood, on.the assumption that the manifest variables have a joint

multivariate normal distribut.

DATA AND MANIFEST VARIARES

The data for this research were taken from the National Longitudinal

Study of the High School Class of 1972 (see Levinsohn, et al., 1978). The

NLS was designed to provide data on the development of educational,
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0., People who accept their condition in life are happier than

it those who try to change things.





TABLE 1~.Cornslations., ans frid SiandardPeviiiibs among Variables jrn a Model PreditIna Locus of Control: White Hale 19
' g (1641.1649) fr

I °

5% IP?-
Variables'

Variables . LIP L1C 410 .1 L2A , 1.28 L2C L20 , PSIA

-118 ..I85
:!,

24 381

110 :125. .201.. .t73.":;!.-

:L.83.2'1E:, 215 079
r

268

tac :163

120 ,;05";

IA 4 ,',991,,4 G

110E0 f .050 .126

FAOCP .045 .110

VOCAB .098 .186

.150 .201

.143

.142; .218

2.870

,713

READ

LETTERS

MATH

MEAN 3.279

S.D. .680

High School Graduates

FAEO. HOED, FAOCP VOCAB READ LETTERS MATH
4

..104

197
I:139*

.2t;54,, ..254-
7,2'

a.

:182 ,.168 .01.4 ,.205 .359 .152
.120 .00S .162 .136 .098 .308

'f".110 .107 .013 .144 .118 .087 .258 .535
.100 ,.106 .004 .127 '.097 .079, .234 .548 .366

175 .286 .008 .209 .157 ' .200 .339 .288 .263 .229
.199 .305 .033 .214

-1,80 .211 .353 .269 .253 -.217 f ,

.172 .196 .060 .196 .167 .163 .309 .220 .189 :183 .428 .532.

.191 .233 .056 239 .193 .172 .408 .274 ',.237 .233 .535 .629 .668

3.007 2.803 3.244 3.079 3.238 3.028 .632 12.023 11.881 43.668 51.659 51.548 '50.662- '53.040''
.778 .917 .657 .711 .706 .811 .482 3.400 2.810 23.028 9.1700 9.497 9.427 9.488
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These items were asked once during the respondents' senior year of high

school, and again in the fall of 1976. The labels given these items in

Table 1 ant Figure 1 are L1A, L1B, L1C, and L1D for the initial survey,

And L2A, L2B, L2C, and L2Djor their respective remeasurement in 1976.

Attendance at a pOsicsecondary institution (PSIA) wasmeasured. with
v

a single manifest indicatorAssumdd to be measured without error. In

-1976, the NLS respondents were asked how much schooling they had obtained

sinceraduating-,from high school. If a person had obtained any post-

secondary schooling from a four-yeax college or university, a two -year

college; or a vocational, technical or business school, he received a

score of 1.0; if he had obtained no schooling beyond high school, he

received a score of zero.

The observed vriables used as-indicators Of socioeconomic background
y.('

4o/ere father's education'.(fAED)Tinother's education1MAEDY; and father's
.

occUpatibnal.s.tato :(FAOCP1: Father's and mother's..e8ucations.w&e based.

on NLS composite scales, and were measured in years of schooling. Father's

occupational status was also based on an NLS composite variable, and was

scaled by the Duncan (1961) socioeconomic index as adjusted to the 1970

census occupational code (Hauser and Featherman, 1977).

The latent ability factor was hypothesized to underlie performance'

on four ability subtests administered in the spring of 1972. The four

indicators used in this analysis were the vocabulary (VOCAB), reading

(READ), letter-group (LETTERS), and mathematics (MATH) subtests.



LOCUS OF CONTROL: STABILITY AND CHANGE

!

. Assuming the joint. distribution of'the 16 variables in the model is

multivariate normal, maximum likelihood estimated of parameters in the 19

structural ,and measurement model equations were obtained using areskog

and Sorbom's (1978) LISREL program. When, the parameter estimates were

obtained, a X2 goodness -of -fit statistic was calculated comparing the

covariance matrix implied by the equations to the observed covariance

matrix. This statistic may be regarded as a test of the specific model

against thet generalilterhative that the estimated variance-covariance

matrix is any ioositive matrix. When s4rnple sizes are large, however,-it

is. common to find large values of X
2
relative to the'degrees of freedom.

In such .cases it .is suggested (see Bentler and Bonett, 1980) to fit 8 more

tedtrictive model as agai st a less restrictive model, and to,compare the

-resulting two X2 measures The difference between the two likelihood-ratio

X2 measures is,approximately distributed as )c with degrees of freedom

eqUal to the difference in the number.of independent parameters'in the two

models. If there is a large decrease in-X 2
from one model to the other,

relative to the difference in degrees of freedom, then the changes made

in the-more restrictive mode] represent a real improvement in fit.
1

The summary measures'of goodness-of-fit are shown in Table 2., Model A

of Table'2 assumes the errors of measurement are entirely random, and

-imposes a recursive causal structure among -the latent factors as shown in

Figure- 1. The likelihood-ratio X
2
value for this model is 1563.80 with

95 degrees 'of freedom, which suggests thatible assumption_of random errors

is untenable. (Note that the lack of it must be'found in the measurement



Table 2. 'Goodness - of-Fit Statistics for Models of Stability and

Change in Locus of/Control.

Model d.f. Prob. d.f. Rrob.

A. Random errors

B. Locus of control
errors free

. Locus of control
. errors free; math-

letters error free

1563.80, 95 0.0

1105.41 91 :0.0

643.75 90 0.0

,458.39 4 0.0

461.66 1 0.0

0.1
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model, because,the structural Modells just fdentifted.)

It is we]-1 known that when,, the same measuring instrument is used

on two or more otcasions, , mere is a, tendency' for the errors in each

variable to covary over time becaute .of memory or,other retest effects.

Accordingly, Model B was estimated with the errors for each of the four

locus of control indicators allowed to covary with their equivalent

error terms fbr the questions repeated in the subsequent panel. Compar-

ison of the fit of this model, to that of Model A',yields a X? differente

of 458.39 with .4 degrees of freedom: This is 'a major improvement in fit,

and suggests that one would be well advised to, consider the possibility
\i

of correlated-errors in panel surveys.

.

It it appropriate tq,pause here to consider the effect of correlated

errors on estimates of stability betwee the underlying' factors Of locus

of control'. The structural coefficient from the locus of control factor

at time 1 to the equivajent factor at time 2 in the model of random rrors

-P1

.._

was .445; when the errorsof the locus of control indices were allowe%
to covary, the stability coefficient was'reestimaed t6 be\.335: That is,

the model which assumed random errors overestimated the stability in locus

of control by nearly a third-- a consider'able bias. Thii brief aside should

further sensitize one to consider the postibility of correlated errors in
,

panel surveys. failure to do somay lead to gross overestimates of the

itAitY cial constructs.
*

It is possible of course, for there to be other sources oftqvari-
,

4 ation among errors of measurement. An.examination of the first-order

,

derivatives among'the measurement error matrices produced by Model 13'

suggested that the covariation b4tween the errors of the letter-group
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nd math subtests of abilitywas the fixed value which if set free would

give the la% rgest decrease in the fitting function. Accordingly, this

value was designated in Model C to be a free parameter to be estimated

by the program. The difference in X2 values between Models B and C was
;

461.6'6 with one degree of freedom -- a major improvement in fit..

It was'at-this point that we discontinued our search for a better

fitting model. In actuality, several other models were estimated, with

successively thore'error terms set free, butthe increments in X2 values

while statistically significant were not large. Because X
2
is known to

ite sensitive to small deviations from perfect fit with large samples,

and because the structural-parameter estimates varied hardly at all from

those of Model C, we adopted Model C aS the best model for these data.'

Measurement Model

The measurement model parameter estimates for the model of .stability

and change fn locus of control are shown in ,Table 3. Several features

of these estimates are noteworthy. Like Wolfle (1981), we'find father's

education to be the most reliable indicattr of socioeconomic backgrOund,

and the math and reading 'subtests generally to be the more reliable

indicators of ability, Unlike Wolf101981), who found no evidence that

the errors of measurement for these variables were correlated, we found

some evidence to:the contrary, partjcularly as rioted above for the math:

and, letter-group tObtests of ability. Amongithe indicator's of locus, .of

control;the more reliable indicators were those items on'etting ahead

(L1B and\03) and planning makes a per's'on unhappy (L1C and 1.2C). These

1 observations notwithstanding, the general level of reliability for locus



Table-3. Model C Measurement Pai'ameter Estitnates

Lateh Manifest True Score Error Relative Reliability
F*ettir Variable . Variance , Variance Slope Coefficient

cii oeconomi c FAED , 1.0* .269 1 .8T . .73
A round , ? ,

MOED .610 :6? .39,

FAOCP .601 .6e32 .40

.Abi1iiy "a VOCAB 1.0* .440 .748 .56

READ--; .286,, .845 ,.71

LETTERS' .619 .617 .38

MATH .443 .746 .56

Locus of e
Control, 1972 L1A

1B

L1C'

1 L1D

Locus of
Control, 1976 L2A

L2B

L2C

L2D

1.0* .876 .

L .693

.592

.803

1.0*,
Or

.860

.\,589

.481(

.779

.358 / . .13

ii

.550 lop

:641. .41

.442 .20

.372. .14.

,642 ..41.

.721' .52

.472 .22

* Fixed paftmeter.

20



of control is not very great. The reliabilities are; hqwever, generally

larger in value than Wolfle (1 1) repo ed for some other social--

1:
psychological constructs developed from he same data set. .

e

Structural Model

The main aim of this investigation was to determin4 the stability

of locus df control, and to measure the exient to which locus of control

Changes with the acquisition of post-secondary, eduCation. These deter.,

minations are made with reference to Table 4. The correlation between the

two lbcus of control factors; measured by a separatidn of four years, was
,

.442. Of this value, about one-quarter is a spurious component &Leto

their mutual dependence upon the respondent's ability and socioeconomic

background. Most of the zero-order association is a causal effect of

ones previoUs .locus of control orientation on their later:expression of

the concept. ThUs, locus of control is not very stable-- the correlation

ts only .442-- but over 75 percent of the association is a direct effect

of the earlier measure on the later.

r-Nle second main question.addressdd by the'structural model is the

,extent to which college attendance incceases one's internal control

expectancies. TheiCCin7a4atiOn between post-secondary attendance and
-

locus 6f control in 1976 was .252, but only 20 percent of this may be

said to be a direct.effect of college attendance on locus of c-

the remainder.iuriousbcdue to the mutual dependence of college

attendance and locus of control in 1976 on their antecedent causes

primarily the earlier measure of locus of control-and ability.



cTable d. Model C Standardized Parameter Estimates (siandard errors in parentheses).

Dependent
Factors

Predetermined Factors

Socioeconomic
Background

Ability
Locus of

Control, 1972

Locus of
Control, 1972

'Post-Secondary
Attendance

Locus of
Control, 1976

r-
.063

(.023)

.206

(.017) .

.071

(.022)

'.452
4,

(.031)

.319

4 (.020)

.145

(.026)

-Jet

.106

(.021)

.337

(34)

-Post-Secondary
Attendanir

IMO

. -

.054

(.020)

.23

.26

.23
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CONCLUSION

Bachman, O'Malley and Johnston (1978) found that self-esteemhin a

1966 cohort of high school seniors was correlated at .42 with the same

measure four years later. They investigated the effect of educational

attainment on self- esteem, and found that education beyond high school

th.

had little or no effect. In a surprising parallel, we have reached the

identical conclusion about the concept, locus of control. Apparently

the acqudsition of further education beyopd high school does not substan-

tially increase one's internal control expectanciei. The recent entry

of this high school cohort into.the labor market between 1972 and 1976

has precluded out:.extensionof the analysis to'the examination of the

extent to which occupational standing affects locus of control. Future

analyses hiayfind that occupational status has more to do with, one's

feelings of internal control than does'educational attainment.

Finally, we think our research has demonstrated the importance of

obtaining estImates'of stability and change net of measurement error.

A common circumstance in panel survey data is to find correlated errors

of measurement for the same indices measured on different occasiohs.

Without some means.such as the LISREL procedure employed herein for

controlling measurement error, parameters'of stability, will likely be

overestimated. If researchers are to engage seriously in the study of

social change, they should no longer depend on naive analytic procedures

that fail to deal realistically with measurement error.

v
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